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Major “Break” in Gas Litigation;
Judge Keeps Sempra on Hook
SoCalGas Parent Can’t Run or Hide

Special Report by the Valley Voice
here were you on 9/11? Where were you on Oct. 23, 2015 at
approximately 3:55 p.m.? A Termo Company’s employee reported
the smell of gas at the Aliso Canyon SoCalGas facility. You know the
rest of the story, over five years later.
Finally, Dec. 17, 2020? That’s the date that SoCalGas’s parent, and
deep pocketed parent company, Sempra, would not be dropped from the
gas leak litigation, and must remain a defendant for now, a Los Angeles
County judge ruled. Both companies now face over 40,000 plaintiffs, 400
lawsuits, represented by about 200 law firms. Sempra moved for summary
judgment, hoping to skip any liabilities from its wholly owned subsidiary,
simply preaching SoCalGas who?
Judge Daniel Jr. Buckley wrote in his tentative ruling, “Both sides have
presented evidence for and against Sempra’s argument....on the other hand
plaintiffs have submitted substantial evidence that Sempra wholly owns
SoCalGas.” A final order is expected this month. He added all the evidence
“constitutes an inequitable result that justifies piercing the corporate veil,”
he wrote.
Panish Shea and Boyle is the legal lead trial counsel for plaintiffs. Adding
to both companies’ problems was a 2019 report by the California Public
Utilities Commission, which found 330 alleged violations. The study also
found groundwater corroded a 7-inch well casing and made it to rupture,
causing the leak. Because the gas company failed to investigate and analyze
leaks since the 1970s, it led to the 2015 incident, it found. The report was also
commissioned by the Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources, and
conducted by a third party, Blade Energy Partners.
More than 60 casing leaks occurred since the 1970s and were not
investigated. Blade said it found integrity issues in 40 percent of the 124
storage wells at Aliso Canyon. It took 111days later in February 2016 to seal
the faulty well, but only after more than four billion cubic feet of natural gas
leaked into the atmosphere. More than 8,000 households and two schools
were relocated.
The leaded gas was enough to supply about 20 million U.S. homes for a
single day, it was reported.
Lead attorney Brian Panish spoke of the trial delays, stating the
companies have been extremely slow in producing required documents, and also the
shutdowns of most court cases for almost one year, due to Covid-19. He said a trial may be
moved to another venue, one that could handle a case of this size, with so many plaintiffs,
injuries, and back-up jurors for a trial that he estimated taking four to six weeks. Dan
Whelan, with Engstrom, Lipscomb and Lack Attorneys, also commented on the delays.
«We are in the midst of a global pandemic which has wreaked havoc to almost every
aspect of our lives. The Los Angeles Court and judicial system are no exception. The
Porter Ranch trial, which was originally scheduled for June 24, 2020 was vacated and has
not been rescheduled due to the uncertainty regarding how and when a trial can safely be
conducted.”
Another “victory” was claimed in July 2019 when the California Second District
Court of Appeal unanimously ruled the victims were harmed by the gas company’s threeday delay in reporting, and they are entitled to receive CRIMINAL restitution. “SoCalGas
pleaded no-contest to failing to report the leak, so it is only right that victims receive
restitution to the crime,” said attorney R. Rex Parris of Parris Law Firm. “This is a very
important victory for our clients, added Parish.
No attorney spoke of any special negotiations, hinting only that SoCalGas has refused
to engage on any mediation process and has stated in open court that it has no interest in
settling any case. The December ruling against the companies could change their minds.
Almost one year ago another California judge told Moran Lewis, attorneys for
defendants, that she made “a mistake” in trusting them to produce documents. But after
hearing from attorneys for residents and homeowners affected, they received an untimely
dump of more than 100,000 documents. Judge Carolyn B. Kuhl, Superior Court, said that
trust was “a mistake.”
Both the Parris Law Firm, and attorneys for Panish Shea and Boyle, uncovered more
shocking facts during a deposition taken in December 2019. The deposition and documents
confirmed that SoCalGas and its parent, Sempra Energy, knowingly exposed residents,
homeowners and first responders to seriously toxic and cancer-causing chemicals without
giving anyone the warnings they needed to protect their families and pets.
The filing highlighted several alarming admissions, including:
* Uranium was discovered underground near the leaking wells at excessive levels.
* Radom was in the gas at Aliso Canyon of which there are no safe levels of exposure.
*Toxic chemical Acrolein, which is a biocide, is added to the gas. Extremely high levels
of this substance were present in the homes, months after the blowout.
*PCBs are in the gas leaving Aliso Canyon.
*Benzene was detected during the blowout.
According to the filing, SoCalGas never listed any of these chemical compounds in its
notice to the office of Emergency Services, nor did they ever provide any estimate of the
quantity of hazardous materials involved. Many of the chemicals mentioned are known
chemicals and hazards presented by the SS25 blowout and SoCalGas violated state and
federal laws requiring full disclosure of all hazardous chemical releases, and the potential
health impacts from that release.
One of the cases involves a California Public Utilities Commission inspector who
claims he was exposed to chemicals, and not made aware of the hazards resulting in him
developing a rare cancer.
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Happy New Year 2021
A local physician, Jeffrey Nordella, has spent all five years of fighting the cause for
residents. He has sadly reported that dozens of firefighters have also filed and joined a
lawsuit, claiming they were exposed to harmful chemicals. That made it difficult for
them, police, first responders and many people to address health effects, such as rashes,
headaches, bloody noses, or worse.
No new trial date has been set, but the plaintiffs’ attorneys say they are aiming to begin
by this September. What about those delays in discovery by the utilities? The previous
judge fined the utility $525,610 for withholding enormous amounts of documents, and then
ordered the utility to pay for the cost of the depositions.
But the majority of the lawsuits accuse SoCalGas of misrepresenting information
about the leak. They claim negligence by the utility and its parent company, and
misrepresentations about what was in the gas.
Panish said that once the trials begin, they are hoping to “expose everything that
happened and vindicate these people and to obtain justice.”
“We believe once the jury sees all the evidence, they are going to be shocked at the
conduct of SoCalGas and Sempra concealing information to the residents, who are their
customers, and to the Department of Public Health, which is supposed to protect the health
of all the residents of the county of Los Angeles,” he said.
Finally, some thoughts about the cooperation of Gov. Gavin Newsom, or lack of it, for
breaking his promises about shutting down Aliso Canyon IF elected Governor. “We need to
be more aggressive,” he said multiple times during his campaign. And I understand all the
consternation. This is a major national issue that I am surprised has not even been more
nationalized in terms of the scale and scope of what is going on, so absolutely, unequivocally,
it is my intention to do it. The mechanism is to do it quickly, is the question,” Newsom said,
“even if the shutting down of Aliso Canyon requires some steps, I am fully committed.”
One month later, almost three years ago, the Valley Voice received the following email
from Rhys Williams, a spokesperson for the then-lieutenant governor, and about Newsom’s
standpoint on the issue. “I think we can be more ambitious at Aliso Canyon, and I will press
for quicker resolution because I know we can do better for the community while protecting
ratepayers, and the environment.”
The email included “this statement is attributable to Newsom.”
Is Aliso Canyon still
needed? Residents of the
North County have been
reducing the use of natural
gas, as has most of Los
Angeles.
As
our
readers
demand: SHUT IT DOWN!
(Want your opinion
cited in our next issue?
Email
yourvalleyvoice@
hotmail.com.)
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AIM HIGH

Closer Than He
Appears
By Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford
- Shepherd of the Hills

A

s we begin a new year and try our best to move forward from all the hardships
and challenges of 2020, I wholeheartedly encourage you to embark on the
awesome journey of reading through the Bible in 2021. It’s a common New
Year’s Resolution to endeavor to read through the entire Bible. The Bible is God’s
Holy Word. It has been called “Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth,” but it is
so much more! The Bible is God’s love letter to mankind, detailing His care,
plan, and purpose for us from the beginning to the end. The Bible is a lamp
to your feet and a light to your path (Psalm 119:105), guiding your way. It
provides comfort, hope, truth, and peace.
Take for example, the last book of the Bible, Revelation, which is filled
with symbolism, narrative, and poetry. But practically speaking, Revelation
served to remind the early Christian church—and the church today—that
the Lord Jesus Christ is near and that He is coming back in glory to put an
end to evil, pain, and sorrow…and to make all things new.
Revelation begins with the apostle John seeing a vision of Jesus Christ
holding seven stars and standing among seven golden lampstands. The Lord
explains to John, “The seven stars are the angels of the seven churches, and
the seven lampstands are the seven churches,” to whom the letters are addressed. Revelations 2:1 tells us that Jesus is the One who holds the seven stars in
his right hand and walks among the seven churches. This passage shows us Jesus’
closeness with His people—He holds the angels, who are the overseers of the church,
in His right hand, and walks among His followers.
Then Jesus says to the seven churches, “I know your deeds.” Though the people
in each of these churches aren’t able to see the Lord, He assures them that He is
near and acknowledges their works and their struggles. For instance, he writes to
Thyatira, “I know your deeds, your love and faith, your service and perseverance,
and that you are now doing more than you did at first” (2:19). How often do you

feel as though your hard work, your tireless efforts, and your progress are overlooked
or unappreciated? God’s Word is a reminder that He knows you! Imagine God telling
you, “I know the long hours you spend caring for your loved one,” or, “I understand how
you give beyond your means,” or, “I see how far you’ve come from where you started.”
Your Heavenly Father sees you and longs to have a relationship with you! James 4:8 encourages us in this way: “Draw near to God and He will draw near to you.”
Revelation also reminds us of God’s victory. The author, John, repeats
the phrase, “He who overcomes will” and “To him who overcomes, I will.”
In each of their personal struggles, God encourages the churches that He will
supply them with what they need to overcome, and when they do, they will
be blessed. For example, to the church in Laodicea he writes, “To him who
overcomes, I will give the right to sit with me on my throne, just as I overcame
and sat down with my Father on his throne” (Revelation 3:21; emphasis added). And to everyone who overcomes the struggles and temptations in this life
through their faith in God, He gives this promise: “He will wipe every tear
from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain,
for the old order of things has passed away” (Revelation 21:4).
The Bible is filled with many great promises for those who desire to put their faith
in God. And there is no better way to get acquainted with God than by spending time
with Him in His Word—the Bible—and in His house—the Church. To learn more about
God’s love and purpose for you, please join us for weekend services at Shepherd Church
in person or online via https://live.shepherdchurch.com/.
Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of Compelled: The Irresistible Call to Share
Your Faith (available everywhere books are sold online) and the senior pastor of Shepherd
Church, which has three campuses in the Greater Los Angeles area. You can watch services online or connect with Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Failing Students Need
Support, Not Blame

Becoming a Person
of the Book

By Jill Richardson

C

ITY WATCH LA - As the semester ends, I fear many of my students will fail my
class.
Most will pass, thanks to their hard work and a generous grade curve, but I’ve
never had this many students failing or dropping the course before.
The Washington Post reports that an unprecedented number of students are failing
classes, but asks whether standard A-F grading, as opposed to a simple Pass/Fail, is fair
during a pandemic. I think the question is bigger than that.
My questions are: What should our role be as teachers? And what prepares
students best for future success in life?
As a student myself, I mostly accepted the system as it was. I accepted that my
grades were a legitimate assessment of my work.
That changed as soon as I began teaching. I could see that my students’ grades
depended on the capability of my teaching and how high I set the bar, as well as on their
own work.
I see teaching and learning as an interaction between teacher and student. I get
written feedback from every student after every class because I want the class to work
for them, and I check in on students immediately when they start to fall behind. I don’t
scold them. I ask, “How are you doing? What can I do to help?”
Low grades are not a sign of lazy students. Low grades are not a sign of unintelligent
students. In my experience, low grades mean something is wrong. Often the problem
is mental health. Sometimes the problem is something temporary but difficult in the
student’s life, like a death in the family.
If the entire class does poorly together, on the other hand, it means I messed up as
the teacher.
I view part of my job as helping students learn how to learn. I help them navigate
the university to get the resources they need and reflect on what works best for them
and what doesn’t. I normalize struggling and making mistakes, because it’s part of
learning — something that’s even more true now.
				*		*		*
When I ask my students this semester about how they’re doing, they describe
working harder while comprehending and retaining less. They describe a lack of
motivation. These are signs of mental health problems — no doubt a normal response
to an abnormal situation. This can’t be fixed by asking students to work harder.
How is it ethical to give students a “normal” amount of work and grade them the
same as usual on it? We are not in normal times, and we shouldn’t pretend like we are.
Debating the merits of A-F grades compared to Pass/Fail misses that the problem
isn’t giving students grades. The problem is holding them to unrealistic standards
during a pandemic.
The message teachers got when we went online last semester was: “Your class is
NOT the highest priority of students’ OR your life right now. Release yourself from
high expectations right now, because that’s the best way to help your students learn.”
That’s still true — and it will remain true until the pandemic ends. The best we can
do, for now, is to meet the students where they are and help them learn what they are
capable of learning under these conditions, without penalizing them for being unable
to do more.
Long term, we should take lessons from this time. Students don’t fail because they
are lazy. They fail because something is wrong in their lives. We should stop punishing
and blaming them and adopt a more supportive approach instead.
(Jill Richardson is pursuing a PhD in sociology at the University of WisconsinMadison. This op-ed was provided to CityWatch by OtherWords.org.)
January, 2021

By Rabbi Becky Hoffman,
Temple Ahavat Shalom

W

hy are Jews called, “The People of the Book”? The simple answer is the
Torah (The Five Books of Moses). Because the Torah is the centerpiece of our
tradition, we have taken on this title.
This begs the next question – have you read the Torah? I have. And let me tell
you, it’s dense. It is not an easy read. But it is essential for understanding Judaism.
But when you get to know the Torah, you realize that it’s really not 1 single book. It is
made up of 5 different books. The Torah itself is only part of the story. The Torah is
included in the Tanakh (an acronym for the Hebrew words Torah, Nevi’im, Ketuvim
- Torah, Prophets, Writings).
After reading through the Tanakh, you realize that this is not enough. There are
questions about laws. The Torah and the subsequent books are vague or there are
laws that are impossible to implement. This leads one to discover the Mishnah and
the Talmud. From these texts there are generations of letters, laws, and other codes
leading up to today.
Jews are the People of the Book, but it’s not just one book. And from these books,
we begin to realize that it’s not just one answer or one way of getting into Torah.
So, how do you get to be a People of the Book now? The answer is simple –
READ! There are so many amazing books that get at the Jewish story without having
to read the Torah as a book. Here are some books that I would recommend for adults
that are engaging, fun, and informative ways to get into Judaism.
The Year of Living Biblically, A.J. Jacobs
A clever read about a writer who adopts a Biblical life for a year. He is determined
to live out the commandments in the Torah in Manhattan. In the end, it is a reflective
work on being Jewish and living a modern life.
The Red Tent, Anita Diamant
A work of modern retelling where Diamant explores the character of Leah from
the Torah and gives her a full-bodied story based on the few facts revealed about her
in the Torah.
The Hope, and The Glory, Herman Wouk
These are actually 2 books which reveal in an historical novel the story of the
foundation of the modern state of Israel. If you really want to get the whole picture of
the modern Jewish experience according to Herman Wouk, add on The Winds of War,
War and Remembrance, and Inside Outside.
As A Driven Leaf, Milton Steinberg
A brilliant work of historical fiction based on a story from the Mishnah about 4
friends who enter paradise – one goes mad, one dies, one is fine, and one becomes an
apostate to Judaism. Steinberg explores the question of who is the apostate, connecting
it to another teaching that the name of the apostate is Elisha ben Abuyah. Through
this fascinating novel, you will be exposed to the story of the rabbis during the writing
of the Talmud and the Roman historical period.
This is simply a beginning to becoming a person of the book. As uncool as it might
be, I do recommend the Torah. It’s a pretty good read.
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Gavin Newsom’s Resignation, Apologies
to Barron Trump, And Other Things
We’re Waiting for in 2021
By Kenneth S. Alpern

C

ITY WATCH LA - It’s been a very long year, and one can only presume that
things will be better in 2021...but considering how much division and unforeseen
world events occurred in 2020, it’s not hard to wonder if 2021 will achieve the
peace and joy we saw so little of this past year.  
But there are a few things we’re still waiting for, that are both long overdue and
probably things we’ll never, ever see in a world fraught and overcome with hypocrisy
and cruelty:

four years. It›s very easy, and
arguably entirely appropriate,
to criticize Donald Trump’s
communications
and
alienations over the past
presidential cycle, and ditto
for his mishandling of the
COVID-19 crisis (like Gavin
Newsom, he handled it well up
to about April/May, then went
off the rails “bigly”).
Yet for all of us Jews,
African-Americans, Latinos,
and Asians, and for all of
us educated professionals
who were called Nazis, fascists, racists, etc. simply because we saw NO ONE but this
flawed, trash-talking man was willing to defend and restore the lost priorities of working
Americans in Washington...well, let’s just all show the spine to recognize who the “bully
boys and mean girls” of America really were.
Trump could be awful, but his opponents and detractors were too often much,
MUCH worse!
Media censorship, a lack of balanced reporting, cancel culture, the burning down of
our cities...that was NOT due to Trump supporters (and to hell with any white supremacists
as much as to any anti-American racists/anarchists/elites). If Big Hollywood, Big Media,
Big Tech, and Big Sports/Entertainment thinks it can restore unity after being so damned
cruel...think again.
(Although a lot of us, including myself, would love to be proven wrong)
5) A recognition of blood on their hands from the anti-maskers, anti-vaxxers, and
those who engaged in and/or tolerated political and personal gatherings to spread the
COVID-19 virus (from Trump and the Right, to the hypocritical, racially-divisive, and
anarchistic mobs of the Left, to those who broke all the rules of contagion, pandemics,
and science).
So good luck for a 2021 that is more unifying and joyful than 2020, and I would love
to be proven wrong for my skepticism of President Joe Biden succeeding where President
Donald Trump failed.  
But apologies and other healing measures are things we’re still waiting for...despite
our collective holding of our breath that we’ll see any of that any time soon.

1) Gavin Newsom’s resignation: he’s run this state like a king, and not a governor.
He has two sets of rules--one for himself, and the rules that his subjects have to follow.
He absolutely FAILED to prepare for the second wave of COVID-19 that everyone
knew was coming, and he’s got NO plan for affordable housing, our economy, our
ongoing fires, and environmental/climate change.
His “French Laundry” scandal was worthy in and of itself of resignation, and
his closing of outdoor restaurants and small businesses playing by the rules, to say
nothing of his cruelty to churches playing by the rules, shows he had and has no
decency to the innocent lives destroyed by the pandemic, and made infinitely WORSE
by his “feel-good” efforts this winter.
2) Apologies to Barron Trump, and to both his mother Melania, and even to
Ivanka Trump for the cruelty flung at them in ways that we never saw with other
innocent family members of a President in recent years.  
Everyone and anyone can despise Donald Trump, but too many celebrities and
public figures attacked Barron Trump, who was an absolutely innocent child. Too
many people attacked Melania for her own anti-bullying and outreach efforts (her
name is Melania, not Donald), and too many people slapped away Ivanka Trump’s
outreach for female entrepreneurship (her name is Ivanka, not Donald).  
As for Ivanka’s husband Jared, the nepotism critique is probably valid, but
perhaps his Mideast peace successes should be remembered after decades of failure.
He crafted a host of new Israeli-Arab treaties (the Abraham Accords, which got
frightfully little press), so unless Joe Biden can do any better, perhaps a sharplyDECREASED likelihood of a Middle East War should be given credit to Jared
Kushner where it is due. Unless, of course, you want such a War.
3) Eric Garcetti and the whole City Council for their efforts to turn Los Angeles
into a sewer of homelessness, economic catastrophe and flagrantly irresponsible
budgeting priorities. They›ve alienated our police officers when greater cooperation
was needed with those advocating police reform, and they didn›t stand tall to
emphasize that L.A. was NOT Minneapolis or Baltimore.
And to those Angeleno leaders who will not step up to provide better leadership in
(CityWatch Columnist, Kenneth S. Alpern, M.D, is a dermatologist who has served in
the next/upcoming L.A. election cycle, how very sad for the rest of us. Send us a few
good leaders, and the rest of us desperate Angelenos will throw you a few good checks. clinics in Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside Counties. The views expressed in this article
4) Hollywood for verbally attacking on at least 40% of America for the past are solely those of Dr. Alpern.)
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From the Left

Life in Los Angeles

By Susan Estrich
os Angeles is on the verge of becoming the world’s biggest
COVID hot spot in the world. “The epicenter,” we say, shaking
our heads. How did this happen?
“It’s not so bad here,” we say, we being the people who populate what look like suburban communities; beach towns; and places defined as cool, such as West Hollywood and Venice.
I want to tell them that viruses don’t respect neighborhood
borders, but none of the neighborhoods in my immediate vicinity
have been hit nearly as hard as the working Hispanic families living on top of one another in East LA.
The county has just released numbers that rank cities and
neighborhoods according to the rate of infection per 100,000 in
the last 14 days, leaving eight pages of rankings when you exclude
communities with too few cases to rank.
My test: How far will I have to go to find the wealthy white
communities? I guessed page 6, but I was wrong. They were on page
7, where I found Sherman Oaks, Beverly Hills, Hancock Park, Venice and Santa Monica. I had to go to page 8 to find the Marina and
Malibu and Pacific Palisades; and on the bottom of the page, there
was Palos Verdes Estates, Westlake Village and the Angeles National
Forest. If you have read this far, you know why I laughed. Angeles
National Forest ...
Over summer, health officials announced that they had managed to reduce the racial disparities in the rate of infection, as the
curve flattened. In early December, they warned that COVID was
infecting Hispanics at twice the rate of whites.
The rankings for the last 14 days make clear where the epicenter is: neighborhoods where Hispanics account for more than
80% or 90% of the residents. East LA, which is 96% Hispanic;
Boyle Heights, 94.5% Hispanic; and Pacoima, 89% Hispanic, are
in the top 10.
Remember, Hispanics account for 49% of the county’s population, followed by whites at 29%, Asian Americans at 12% and
Blacks at 9%. The percentage of Hispanics and Asians has been
growing, while the Black community has gotten smaller. Hispanics
do the lion’s share of essential work in this city, and I am talking
about police officers (the Los Angeles Police Department is 48%
Hispanic), nurses and nurses’ aides, the cooks who are still hanging
in there at the restaurants, the folks working minimum-wage jobs
that have been deemed essential. And they live in dense surrounding areas, often in multigenerational homes.
They are also the people who come to our homes to clean, help
us care for our children, keep our gardens shipshape. It used to be
said that the population of Beverly Hills doubles on Monday morning, as the city becomes half-Hispanic for the day.
They can bring you the virus, which is not a reason to fire them
but to be careful and give a bonus. Because they need it.
I drowned in numbers, to say the obvious. But the mortality
rates still shocked me. Hispanics have a longer life expectancy than
whites, by about three years. But adjusted for age, they are dying
at almost three times the rate of whites (whites at 46 per 100,000,
Hispanics at 130 per 100,000) and a 50% higher rate than Blacks
(84 per 100,000).
As for neighborhoods, areas where less than 10% of the population are poor are dying at the rate of 44 per 100,000. It doubles
to 85 when you have 10% to 20% area poverty, jumps to 113 per
100,000 when you have 20% to 30% and then shoots to 159 per
100,000 in any area with more than 30%.
You can do it by race; you can do it by class; you can do it by
neighborhood, but it’s all the same. We know who the most vulnerable among us are.
The question is what we will do with the knowledge.
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Former LA Building & Safety Head,
Charged in Indictment

By Robert P. Silverstein
ITY WATCH LA - “The scope of corruption outlined in this indictment is staggering,”
said U.S. Attorney Nick Hanna. “As the indictment alleges, Huizar, Chan and their network of associates
repeatedly violated the public trust by soliciting and accepting numerous cash bribes and other financial
benefits, turning Huizar’s City Council seat into a money-making criminal enterprise.”
When a unanimous LA City Council in July 2013 approved skyscrapers atop the 7.0-magnitude Hollywood
Earthquake Fault, one might have assumed it was a Hollywood movie plot about corrupt politicians running
wild. Who could imagine that our elected officials would openly break the law and endanger thousands of lives
in the process? Sadly, though, fact was stranger than fiction.
A weary public expects Mayor Garcetti and the City Council to embrace every law-breaking abomination
that developers propose. But their approval of the “Millennium Hollywood” project just north of Hollywood
& Vine, since rebranded the “Hollywood Center” project, was truly one for the record books. Not only were
the objections of my client, StopTheMillenniumHollywood.com, and dozens of other community groups and
associations ignored, but Garcetti and the City Council refused to heed the objections of two state agencies. The
California Geological Survey and Caltrans warned that approving the Millennium project was not only illegal,
but reckless.  
The project was approved anyway, in large part upon assurances of seismic safety given by none other than
former Los Angeles Department of Building & Safety (LADBS) General Manager Raymond Chan.
I then sued. Over the course of six years, we won at every level – trial, Court of Appeal, and the California
Supreme Court. The Court of Appeal found the project’s environmental impact report “fatally defective.”
Given the unimaginable danger of this project, perhaps the court’s use of the word “fatally” had a double
meaning.
All of this matters now even more with the criminal indictment last month of Raymond Chan.  
In September 2013, StopTheMillennium’s co-founding member George Abrahams filed an ethics complaint
against Chan. Among other issues, Chan’s son was being paid by developer Millennium Partners’ law firm at
the same time that Chan’s LADBS was reviewing and approving Millennium’s seismic studies. The City Ethics
Commission, in part appointed by Garcetti, dismissed the complaint.
That evidence should have prompted invalidation of all approvals that Chan’s LADBS, and the City
Council, had granted to Millennium Partners for their insane skyscrapers-on-the-earthquake fault project. It
didn’t. Mayor Garcetti promoted Chan to Deputy Mayor for Economic Development instead.
Garcetti and Hollywood Councilmember Mitch O’Farrell repeatedly betrayed the public during the original
Millennium project disaster.

C

						*		*		*
Fast forward to April 2020. In the midst of the pandemic, LA City Hall issued a new EIR for basically the
same illegal skyscrapers project by the same developer with a towering record of failure and deceit.
The new EIR was a whitewash; it denies any earthquake fault concerns. But then, on May 8, 2020, the
United States Geological Survey issued a bombshell study showing evidence of multiple active fault lines crossing
the Millennium property. This was followed on July 16, 2020 by a powerful new report from the California
Geological Survey debunking the EIR’s conclusions and exposing gross errors and omissions in Millennium’s
studies.  
Yet Garcetti and O’Farrell have continued to betray the public as they cheerlead for this new version of the
same dangerous project.
So how does Chan’s indictment implicate the current Millennium project proposal? Many of the bogus
seismic studies from Millennium that prop up its latest EIR were approved by LADBS when Chan was still in
charge. Thus, the long arm of Raymond Chan reaches deep into the current Hollywood Center EIR – which the
City Planning Commission was poised to approve just a few weeks ago. But it looks like the long arm of the law
is finally catching up to Chan, and we believe others yet to be exposed.
Raymond Chan is now charged with multiple counts of bribery, honest services fraud, facilitating a bribe
agreement and lying to federal agents.
It took the FBI’s efforts, but the U.S. Department Of Justice indictment has shined a long-overdue light on
Chan’s activities.
In a May 2020 LA Times article, Garcetti served up a greasy plate of platitudes, including that he had “zero
tolerance” for the illegal conduct already being alleged by prosecutors against Chan.
Really, Mayor Garcetti? When you knew about our ethics complaint, instead of cleaning house, you
rewarded Chan and gave him even more power.
As noted in the same LA Times article, Councilmember O’Farrell publicly praised Chan for making “great
strides in reducing the number of steps that it takes to get projects off the ground.” But one might argue that
those “steps” are the laws that must be followed, not abused and violated.
Mayor Garcetti and Councilman O’Farrell: The next step for you is how you act on Millennium Partners’
latest proposal. We hope for your sake and ours that you finally do the right thing.
(Robert P. Silverstein is a Pasadena-based attorney. robertsilversteinlaw.com. Stop the Millennium Hollywood
can be reached at stopthemillenniumhollywood.com) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
January, 2021

- Creators Syndicate

“No Way,” D.A.

Trouble May Be
Brewing in Response
to D.A.’s Reforms

D

istrict Attorney George Gascon may be facing resistance
within his own office to his plans to dismiss gang and
other allegations designed to lead to longer sentences.
A former Los Angeles County prosecutor -- who now represents the family of a man killed in a crash by a driver allegedly under the influence of nitrous oxide -- is fighting moves
by Gascon to drop great bodily injury allegations in that case
and at least one other.
Attorney Sam Dordulian contends that there is ``bedlam’’ in the D.A.’s office, and prosecutors are reeling from
Gascon’s announcement that he would dismiss sentencing
enhancements and institute a sweeping set of policy changes,
including eliminating cash bail.
``I remain friends with a lot of current DDAs who are all
stunned by these special directives,’’ Dordulian told City News
Service. ``Everyone I have talked to vehemently disagrees with
his special directives. The problem is, they are threatened to
comply with these directives or face sanctions or termination.’’
Individual objections to dismissing allegations in other
cases have been reported, but it is hard to say how many prosecutors stand opposed to the new administration’s moves and
how many support Gascon’s reforms.
The president of the union representing deputy district attorneys said she could not comment at this time, and it is clear
that some attorneys fear reprisals.
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Negligent
Leadership Runs
Rampant

By Dennis P. Zine
ITY WATCH LA - I will begin with the smooth-talking “do as
I say and not as I do” Governor of California.
While some ballot measures failed in November’s election,
the Governor is supporting new and increased taxes for future
elections. He is supporting the implementation of the next phase
of the eventual $15 minimum wage that is scheduled to take effect
on January 1, 2023. The next increase will be $13 for 25 or fewer
employees and $14.26 for more than 25 employees, starting in 2021.
It is nice to know there will be continued increases in the
minimum wage up to 2023. The question is, will there be any
businesses left to apply for a job? When you drive down the streets
in your local business districts, check to see how many buildings
have vacant with “For Lease” signs displayed in the windows.   
The Governor is at the top of the mountain, making
appointments to coveted state positions. Appointments to run
agencies such as the California Department of Employment.
It’s interesting and sad to report that the state approved
millions in unemployment benefits to prisoners serving time in
California State Prisons. This includes people incarcerated for
murder and other heinous crimes. Just another example of how
much corruption and incompetence exists in the California’s
government operations under Governor Gavin Newsom.
Remember these situations when it comes time to vote in the
next election.
Meanwhile, here in LA:    
First, Mayor Garcetti called police officers “KILLERS,”
then he caved to certain anti-police groups and anti-police elected
officials and directed the LAPD be defunded by $150 million
dollars. Los Angeles officials are now pushing to eliminate 951
LAPD officers and 1,900 city workers to address a budget gap
that is expected to reach $675 million dollars by the end of this
fiscal year.     
The basic function of municipal government is to provide
safety and services to all people. This includes residence, business,
and visitors. This is a priority that brings safety and civility to
residents, business owners and others who venture into the
community.
In Los Angeles, it’s the LAPD and LAFD that provide basic
safety and security for all people. The LAPD with their 21 local
community police stations provides services to a population of over
four million people. The LAFD, with 106 fire stations throughout
Los Angeles, provides medical and fire services to the Los Angeles
population. When dedicated members of law enforcement or fire
services are reduced, we are all at risk of becoming victims of
crime or emergencies.
The current LAPD COMPSTAT Citywide Profile as of
11/28/20 shows the following stats.
The LAPD reports a total of 9833 officers and that number is
shrinking every day. Hundreds of LAPD personnel are expected
to retire this month which will continue to lower the number of
LAPD deployed to “Protect and Serve” you and your family.
Homicides (killing of a person by another) are now at 308
which is a 28.9% increase over last year. GTA total is now at
19,231 which is a 35.7% increase over last year. Has your vehicle
been stolen yet? Other interesting crime stats include a 33.2 %
increase in shooting victims with 1,168 victims shot. There were
2,588 reports of shots fired which is a 32.4% increase compared
to last year.
As you can see by the official crime stat numbers reported
by the LAPD, we need additional not fewer officers to provide
safety for all.
If you are upset with the way Los Angeles and California
government officials are failing us, I urge you to obtain and
complete the Recall Gavin Newsom Petition.
I signed the petition and encourage you to sign and circulate
it. Download the petition and complete it as directed. It is time
for all of us to let Governor Newsom know that we are not happy
with the way he is managing the state. It is not about Democrats or
Republicans. It is about California and what is best for our state.
Petitions can be obtained on-line at “RecallGavin2020.com.”

C

Time to Cut the Inflated Salaries of
America’s Highest Paid City Council

C

By Jack Humphreville

ITY WATCH LA - Do the members of the Los Angeles City Council deserve to be paid $214,000 a year?
And this does not include over the top benefits, including free health care, pensions, post-retirement medical
care, a $100,000 City financed slush fund, large staffs for which there is little accountability or transparency, and
access to millions in unaccountable discretionary funds?
In San Bernardino County, residents expressed their dissatisfaction with their Supervisors. In November, over
two-thirds of the voters approved Measure K which will slash the compensation of the County Supervisors and limit
them to one term in office.  
“Shall the measure entitled “The San Bernardino County Supervisor Compensation Reduction and Term Limits”
that will amend the County Charter to impose a term limit of one term for all Districts beginning December of 2020
and reduce the total compensation for each member of the Board of Supervisors to $5,000 per month be adopted?”
According to election material, the County Supervisors “collect a salary and benefits package of over $250,000
annually – nearly six times the median income of San Bernardino working families.” The new level of compensation
will be $5,000 a month, or $60,000 a year. Compensation includes not only salary, but “allowances, credit cards, health
insurance, life insurance, leave, retirement, memberships, portable communications devices, and vehicle allowances.”  
If such a measure was presented to the voters of the City of Los Angeles, our Councilmembers would object
vehemently, telling us that they are doing a marvelous job addressing the issues that important to Angelenos. Nothing
could be farther from the truth.
Our City Council has refused to address corruption despite the fact that two former councilmembers, Jose Huizar
and Mitch Englander, will be going to jail. They have ignored calls for campaign finance reform, a charter amendment
to limit the Council’s meddling in land use decisions, and the establishment of an independent commission to review
land use decisions, allowing projects like the Hollywood Millennium, a Garcetti pet project, to proceed.
Our City Council gave away the store to the City’s public sector labor unions when they approved budget busting
labor agreements in 2019 despite the fact that they knew that these agreements would blow a $150-200 million hole in
the budget and create deficits of $200 to $400 million for the following four years.
Our City Council has refused to address the devastating impact of Covid-19 on City revenues, financing shortfalls
by raiding the City’s underfunded Reserve Fund when furloughs would have saved the City hundreds of millions of
dollars and preserved city services.
The City Council approved the Separation Incentive Program demanded by the public sector unions which saved
only $2.6 million this year despite the expenditure of $250 million by our cash starved City.  
Our City Council has refused to address the City’s $675 million budget deficit by failing to approve layoffs
recommended by the City Administrative Officer because they were opposed by the public sector unions. Rather, they
are still praying for a bailout from Washington while LA burns cash.
Our City Council is not transparent about its budget, refusing to submit a detailed memo outlining its expenditures
for next year. How does the City Council pay for 300 staffers that are not accounted for in the budget? And why
doesn’t the City Council disclose information about the tens of millions in their discretionary funds that are financed
by the taxpayers?
We could also discuss the City Council’s failure to address pension reform, the $10 billion deferred maintenance
backlog, and its failure to manage the homeless crisis and the massive cost overruns on the development of bridge
shelters and permanent supporting housing.   And no doubt, there are other abuses that deserve airing.
If a measure to reduce the compensation of Councilmembers to $120,000 a year was placed on the ballot, the
question is not whether it would pass, but by how much.

Felon Receives Slap on the Wrist;
City Hall Politicians Deny Guilt!

(Dennis P. Zine is a former and retired LAPD Supervisor,
former and retired 12-year Los Angeles City Councilman and
current General Manager at Bell Canyon in Ventura County.)
Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.  

Garcetti, then the recently elected mayor who represented
Hollywood for twelve years, sponsor the effort to overturn
the decision of his own Planning Commission involving
By Jack Humphreville
a development by an obscure real estate developer in the
ITY WATCH LA - Harbor Gateway real estate
For his role for illegally reimbursing over 100 Harbor Gateway area of the City, about 25 miles south of
developer Samuel Leung pleaded guilty to laundering strawmen who made these donations to our elected Sunset and Vine?  
over $600,000 in campaign contributions to Mayor Eric officials, Leung was sentenced to five years of probation,
Of course, Garcetti and the other beneficiaries of these
Garcetti, five members of the Los Angeles City Council, 500 hours of community service, and a possible fine contributions, including Councilmembers Buscaino, Martinez,
and County Supervisor Janice Hahn.
of $2.5 million. This is barely a slap on the wrist, and Cedillo and former Councilwomen and now County
These illegal contributions by over 100 strawmen were especially when considering that the 70-year-old Leung Supervisor Janice Hahn, deny any knowledge of this scheme.   
made in connection with Leung’s successful efforts in 2015 will pocket at least $20 million in excess profits resulting
And why did Leung get off with such a light sentence?
to have Mayor Garcetti and the Los Angeles City Council from his illegal shenanigans.  
Was it because, as many insiders have speculated, he had
approve his Sea Breeze residential development that had been
Instead, Leung should have been sent to state damaging information that he was able to leverage into a mere
nixed by the Garcetti controlled City Planning Commission.  
prison for four years and eight months, the maximum slap on the wrist?  
By converting the five-acre industrial property located sentence, and forced to forfeit his illegally begotten
The pay-to-play corruption surrounding the Sea Breeze
on West Sepulveda Boulevard in the Harbor Gateway area gains, whether through a cash payment or turning the development is just another reason why we need comprehensive
of the City to residential use, the value of Leong’s property development into affordable or homeless housing.  
campaign finance reform, the elimination of Section 245 (e) of
increased by an estimated $25 million, not a bad return for an
But Leong is not the only culprit in this scheme. the City Charter that allows the City Council to make planning
“investment” of $600,000 in the City’s political establishment. Do you think, even for a New York minute, that Leung decisions, and the creation of an independent commission to
This allowed Leong to proceed with his $72 million development forked over $600,000 without letting our Elected oversee planning and land use decisions.  
of 352 apartments in two six story buildings that were not Elite know that he was responsible for bundling these
But will our Elected Elite who benefit from this pay-to-play
compatible with the surrounding industrial area, a fact that generous contributions?  
corruption embrace reform? To date, this has not been the case.
was pointed out by the owners of neighboring properties.   
Or put another way, why would Mayor Eric Maybe the FBI will have to make the case for us.
January, 2021
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New Year’s
Message

H

appy New Year! As I reflect on this last
difficult year, my thoughts are on the
innumerable challenges we’ve faced as a
community and as a nation. While our in-person
celebrations are still on hold as we continue to
battle the pandemic, hope is on the horizon with
the FDA approval of two COVID-19 vaccines.
  	 Though 2020 brought hardship, we met it headon and did everything we could to ease the suffering
of our fellow neighbors. We’ve shopped for each other
and regularly checked on elderly neighbors. We’ve
donated to food pantries and collected essential items
to help those in need. While some of the full impacts
of COVID-19 on the economy and on the financial,
mental, and physical health and well-being of our
residents are yet to be known, I believe our community
has proven itself to be truly resilient. Together, we
have weathered the storm and I believe we will
emerge stronger than when the pandemic first began.
 	 As I begin my first term as your City
Councilmember, I have thought a lot about this first
most unusual and memorable year in office. Despite
the challenges 2020 brought us, I am proud of what
we have been able to accomplish together - from new
programs to help the most vulnerable among us, to
ensuring that our community has a voice at City Hall
on the issues that matter most to us. For highlights of
what we’ve achieved during my first year, click here.
I do not take for granted the trust you put in
me to represent you and I will continue to fight
to put our community’s needs first, keep our
neighborhoods safe, enact policy changes that
encourage rather than stifle economic growth,
and most importantly, keep issues above politics.
Here’s to 2021 and the hopeful anticipation that
better days are coming for us all! Happy New Year!
- John Lee,
Councilmember District 12

Progressive Gobbledygook
C

ITY WATCH LA - Mayor Eric Garcetti and the City Council are at odds over how to spend almost $90
million of the $150 million that was reallocated from the Police Department to be reinvested in disadvantaged
communities.
On December 21, Garcetti vetoed a proposal by the City Council to allocate $88.8 million to 132 programs and
services “based on the ‘highest need’ census tracts identified by the Economic Workforce Development Department
as part of their assessment of disadvantaged populations.”
Under this plan, 75% of the funds ($67 million) will go to a third of the 15 Council Districts represented by
Curren Price (CD 9), Harris-Dawson (CD 8), Buscaino (CD 15), Cedillo (CD 1), and Martinez (CD 6).
However, Garcetti believed that the City Council’s plan was more business as usual and was not a “progressive
vision for the future.”
“Los Angeles should be leading America by piloting bold ideas like exploring a guaranteed basic income,
confronting the stark Black-White disparity among people experiencing homelessness, driving racial reconciliation,
protecting jobs held by people of color with new opportunities in the City workforce, and working in closer
collaboration with our communities on allocation decisions. Instead, this plan in too many places elevates what
should be routine over what could be revolutionary. Where we could fund a pilot to finally begin separating police
and mental health work in L.A., we are instead looking at a plan that funds more business-as-usual when Angelenos
are clearly anxious and ready for fundamental change.”
On the other hand, the City Council’s proposal was focused on basic services such as the repair of streets, alleys,
and sidewalks; the trimming of trees; the installation of speed bumps and left-hand turn lanes; and many other
infrastructure projects that have been crowded out by ever increasing personnel costs.   
According to an article by Dakota Smith of the Los Angeles Times, Councilman Marqueece Harris-Dawson
intends to override Garcetti’s veto by rounding up ten votes because Garcetti’s letter is just a lot “progressive
gobbledygook that does not mean anything.” Furthermore, who is Garcetti to question the local Councilmembers
about the needs of their districts?
There are also other constituencies that have their eyes on the remaining $90 million, including the City Council
which recently rejected the City Administrative Officer’s budget balancing recommendation to layoff an additional
1,051 employees of the Police Department, including 596 officers and 455 civilian employees. The allocation to the
Police Department will have the backing of the Police Department and Police Protective League as well as many
Angelenos, including those in disadvantaged communities, who are worried about public safety, especially given the
unacceptable escalation in crime, including homicides and car jackings.  
This argument over $90 million is just the beginning given that next year, the City is looking at a “budget gap”
of over $1 billion. This requires the Mayor and the City Council to look at the allocation of the $90 million in light
of the City’s financial crisis. And in looking at next year’s budget, Garcetti’s progressive gobbledygook will have to
take a back seat to ensuring public safety, basic services, and the City’s financial integrity.

Hunter Biden Saga
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By Jack Humphreville

By Josh Hammer

n the precipice of the 2020 presidential election, the American ruling class pulled off every stunt imaginable for its
preferred candidate, Joe Biden. Presidential debate moderators deliberately refused to delve into the realm of foreign
policy, an area in which Uncle Joe has been wrong on every major issue for four decades. Media elites dutifully praised
the Supreme Court’s unwise failure to intervene and clarify that state legislatures, not governors or state courts, retain sole
power over changing election law. The most anodyne of questioning about the unprecedented proliferation of inherently
destabilizing mail-in balloting was roundly denounced as “voter suppression.” In major cities, antifa street thugs effectively
held hostage public safety unless Biden won.
But of all the ways in which the ruling class’s various levers worked in tandem to pave the way for Biden, none was more
galling than Big Tech’s weekslong censorship of the New York Post’s bombshell reporting on prodigal son Hunter Biden’s
unsavory exploits overseas. On consecutive days in mid-October, the Post published stories about how Hunter leveraged his
father’s lofty perch to unjustly enrich himself in Ukraine and China, respectively.
Facebook promptly blacklisted the story. Twitter nearly banned access to the story in toto and had the chutzpah to lock
out the Post — the nation’s oldest continually operating daily newspaper, which was founded by Alexander Hamilton —
from its own account for over two weeks.
Outside Silicon Valley, media lackeys carrying water for Team Biden unanimously decried the Post’s reporting as
“Russian disinformation.”
Hunter confirmed in an official statement that the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Delaware is investigating him for possible tax
fraud and money laundering violations involving unseemly foreign business dealings. It appears that China, America’s arch
geopolitical foe in which Hunter has had extensive private equity dealings, features front and center in the feds’ investigation.
Who would’ve thunk?
As one Twitter wit asked: “Where does the New York Post go to get its apology?”
Every single journalist and Democratic propagandist who rushed to dismiss the Post’s reporting as “Russian
disinformation” now has egg on his face. And Facebook and Twitter, censorious industrialists who manipulate their
monopolistic control over the 21st century’s online town square to bolster “enlightened” liberal narratology and suppress
conservative speech, have been revealed for all to be what red-blooded Americans already knew they were: levers of the
ruling class.
The divide tearing this nation asunder is increasingly not, per se, that between Republican and Democrat. It is not that
between conservative and liberal, and it is certainly not that between white or nonwhite, straight or gay, immigrant or native,
or so forth. Rather, the divide in America in the year 2021 is that between the ruling class and those nonelitist Americans that
the ruling class deigns to treat as subjects to be ruled with an iron fist.
(Continued on page 7)
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Progressives Anti-Israel

Jewish Leaders
Failing
In Stopping
Anti-Semitism
U

By Caroline Glick, JNS.org

ntil the 1950s, the most common expression of anti-Semitism
in America was elitist snark and ostracism. The country club
anti-Semitism of high society kept Jews out of fancy country
clubs, law firms and investment banks. Jews were subjected to
admission quotas at top universities and the Jews that got in were
expected to behave like good Presbyterians.
In the early to mid-1950s, as the dimensions of the Holocaust
were absorbed by the American ruling classes, the gates to high
society began opening to American Jews, and what is widely
considered the Golden Age of American Judaism began.
Fifty years later, at the start of this century, things began
slipping back. The Golden Age began to rust. It wasn’t the WASP
elite of yesteryear that rejected the civil rights of Jews. It was the
new progressive elite that began undermining the Jews’ position
as they moved from the margins of American society to center stage. Like the Soviets, who
exchanged the old anti-Jewish bigotry that rejected Jews as individuals for the new antiJewish bigotry that rejected Jews as a nation, the progressives rejected Israel’s right to exist
and ostracized Jews who embraced their attachment to the Jewish people and homeland.
The progressive elite are now the new American elite. Now in charge, they have dusted off
the old anti-Semitism of the WASP elites and updated it. Whereas the old elite anti-Semitism
involved the social and financial ostracism of Jews due to their religion, today’s elite antiSemitism involves the social and financial ostracism of Jews due to politics and racism.
The online Jewish magazine Tablet published a story of such contemporary elite antiSemitic ostracism suffered by a group of Jewish women in Los Angeles. The women had been
members of an exclusive, members-only Facebook page for women in L.A. called “Girls Night
Out.”
GNO, with its 30,000 members, is considered a valuable networking tool. As the article
explained, the page “offers valuable work opportunities for LA’s large freelance population.
By commenting on threads, fitness trainers, chefs, makeup artists, and the like can prove their
bona fides and, if they are lucky, get new clients. Artists can sell their wares and PR pros can
announce hot new openings and popup stores.”
With the economic shutdowns caused by the coronavirus, membership in the networkingrich Facebook page is considered a precious resource.
In late August, as the Black Lives Matter riots spread to Los Angeles, the page’s
administrators made supporting BLM official policy. BLM’s L.A. riots were rife with
specifically anti-Semitic attacks against synagogues and Jewish businesses. Anti-Semitic
banners were posted on highway overpasses and the atmosphere in Jewish neighborhoods, in
particular, was fearful.
One such banner on highway 405 caught the attention of a Jewish GNO member. She
posted a comment about the banner, which read, “The Jews Want a Race War,” on GNO and
expressed her concern. Other Jewish women joined her and they recommended that the page
appoint a Jewish woman as one of its administrators to aid in the fight against anti-Semitism.
In response, another GNO member suggested that only Jews who agree to “acknowledge
the occupation of Palestine,” should be permitted to administer the page. That is, only Jews
who accept the progressive elite’s anti-Semitic constraints on their rights to participate in polite
society can have the job.
All the Jewish women who posted objections to this self-evidently bigoted post were thrown
off the page, and a Jewish woman who accepted the condition and wrote a post condemning
Israel was given the job of an administrator.
The Jews who were thrown off took their case to the group founder. She proceeded to
do nothing for three months. Finally, in November, the founder pushed out the anti-Semitic
administrators and moderators, including the Jewish anti-Zionist, brought back the Jewish
women who were expelled, and appointed two pro-Israel Jewish women as moderators on the
page.
Given its happy end, the GNO story is a nice one. But the fact that for three months, the
Jewish women who stood up for themselves were denied the opportunity to participate in the
valuable networking opportunities provided by the Facebook page simply because they stood
up against bigotry testifies to the prevalence and power of progressive anti-Semites.
This elite progressive anti-Semitism isn’t expressed only as hatred for Israel and Jews
who support Israel. It is also characterized by a sneering contempt for Judaism and Jewish
practices — for instance, the practice of celebrating Hanukkah.
Last month, The New York Times published an opinion piece under the headline, “Saying
Goodbye to Hanukkah.” The article was written by a non-Jewish woman with an assimilated
Catholic mother and an assimilated Jewish father. In her column, she declared that she and her
non-Jewish spouse would not be lighting the menorah with their non-Jewish children because
it just isn’t meaningful to them.
It ought to go without saying that a non-Jewish woman’s decision not to celebrate a Jewish
holiday is a non-event. So why did the Times publish it?
Today, the New York Times is the newspaper of record for the progressive elite. As such, it
published the article to tell the faithful that contempt for Judaism and Jewish ritual is the way
to go. The article can be seen as of a piece with the paper’s hostile treatment of ultra-Orthodox
Jews.
To date, the Jewish community’s institutional leadership has been utterly incompetent in
contending with the resurgence of the country-club anti-Semitism of America’s progressive
ruling class. This owes in large part to the fact that many powerful members of the community
are progressives and as such, side with the anti-Semites against their fellow Jews.
Last month, William Daroff, the CEO of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish
Organizations, asked the group’s members to adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance
Association’s definition of anti-Semitism. The IHRA definition, along with the examples
of anti-Semitism it includes, has been adopted by the U.S. government and dozens of other
governments worldwide.
The progressives at Americans for Peace Now refused. In an open letter to Daroff, the
pro-Palestinian group, insisting that the examples of anti-Semitism attached to the IHRA
definition — rejecting Israel’s right to exist, campaigning for its boycott and the ostracism of its
supporters and using a double standard to judge Israel — are not anti-Semitism.
This lesson in leadership is perhaps the key message of our time. Like the Greeks of
yesteryear, the progressive elites today insist that, to be accepted in polite society, Jews have to
give up an essential part of their identity — and their civil rights. The Greeks demanded that
the Jews give up the Torah. The progressives demand they give up their Jewish peoplehood.
These are things that cannot be compromised with, only fought, even when those demanding
their forfeiture are Jews themselves.

Hunter Biden Saga
(Continued from page 6)

The American ruling class is multitudinous. It is both public and private, both deep
state and “woke” corporate boardroom, both Hollywood and Wall Street. Entrance to
the ruling class is circumscribed by its gatekeeping credentialing institutions — namely,
the academy — and membership is closely monitored for uniformity of political ideology.
The full “woke” catechism must be imbibed like mother’s milk, and the pursuit of Truth
must be subordinated to the demands of the Narrative.
If the academy is the ruling class’s gatekeeper and the deep state its preferred
mode of heavy-handed governance, then Big Tech is its most trustworthy private-sector
appendage. The goliaths of Big Tech are entrusted with self-regulating our contemporary
instrumentalities of political speech and empowered with blocking rogue miscreants if
they step too far out of line.
Big Tech is the ruling class’s means by which to
control the acceptability, or lack thereof, of speech itself. Truth is not a relevant criterion
in that calculus — but fidelity to the tenets of sacramental progressivism, and the
Democratic Party itself, certainly is.
The ruling class’s corruption and rot will continue to fester unless adequately
challenged by conscientious citizens tired of being treated as second-class subjects rather
than free citizens.
- Creators Syndicate

(Long-time Jewish World Review contributor Caroline Glick is an award winning columnist
and author.) 			
This article first appeared in Israel Hayom.
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What Liberals Are
Missing on Student
Loan Forgiveness

The Astros’ Apology?
Not Accepted
By Steve Chapman

Amazon Is
T Actually the American
Worker’s Corporate Champion

he Houston Astros have gotten a lot of criticism lately, but they may
also have a business opportunity. They could work out a marketing
promotion with Reese’s, maker of those peanut butter cups, whose
By Steve Chapman
ad slogan is: “Not sorry.”
Oh, they say they’re sorry, just as losing Academy Award nominees
ollege-educated voters have shifted to the Democratic Party in recent years, and
force
themselves to smile and applaud for the winners. But their contrition
Democratic leaders think it would be ungenerous not to reward their change of
is
about
as convincing as Pete Rose’s hair dye. When Jose Altuve and
heart. Joe Biden wants to help people with student loan debts by forgiving up
Alex BregmanBy
stepped
forward to apologize at a press conference, they
Rich Lowry
to $10,000 per borrower. Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts wants to go big,
looked as though they were making a hostage video.
setting the amount at $50,000, an idea endorsed by several Senate Democrats.
“I’m
really sorry
about
the achoices
that
werespot
made
by my team,
t’s been a terrible year for the
American
worker,
with
notable
bright
courtesy
of oneby
In the heady aftermath of Biden’s election victory, his party is gripped by the
the
organization
and
by
me,”
said
Bregman.
“I’ve
learned
from
this and
of the tech firms in the crosshairs of regulators and lawmakers.
impulse to take dramatic actions involving large sums of federal money. His plan
I hopeinto2020,
regain
the
trust ofisbaseball
fans.”
Altuve
assured
the audience
If
someone
had
said
early
“A
company
going
to
hire
hundreds
of
thousands
of
would cost $429 billion. That’s not counting the help borrowers have gotten since
that everyone
in pandemic
the organization
“feels the
badminimum
about what
happened
non-college-educated workers
during the
at well above
wage,”
you’din
March, when the federal government told them they could stop their payments,
think there’d be huzzahs 2017.”
all around.
without incurring interest, until September — later extended to the end of the year,
You gotta
love their
phrasing:
that werefor
made”
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- Creators Syndicate
- Jewish World Review
We have viable alternatives to these three professional politicians.
(Steve Chapman blogs at Chicago Tribune.)
- Creators Syndicate
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